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Abstract 

Companies are becoming increasingly aware of 

the importance and opportunities provided by 

social media in order to communicate faster and 

more efficiently with their consumers. In order to 

convey the message about the value of their 

brands to their target market, organizations hire 

influential people who are considered to be the 

creators of public opinion in a virtual environ-

ment. Nowadays, social media are crowded with 

micro and macro influencers, or at least those 

who present themselves as such. Their main job 

is to represent and recommend brands to other 

users (their followers) and thus influence con-

sumer attitudes about brands and possibly 

strengthen their purchasing decisions. Very of-

ten, influencers on social media are hired by 

companies to promote their brands for a fee. In 

order to have more control over their communi-

cation activities, companies provide them, in ad-

vance, with the content they want to be conveyed 

to consumers, but also the time frame when the 

message should be launched. In this way, organ-

izations try to reduce the risk of turning elec-

tronic word-of-mouth (EWOM) communication 

into a negative one. In order for consumers to 

trust the recommendations of influencers on 

Sažetak 

Tvrtke sve više postaju svjesne važnosti i mo-

gućnosti koje pružaju društvene mreže kako bi 

brže i učinkovitije komunicirale sa svojim potro-

šačima. Također, vrlo često, kako bi na svoje 

ciljno tržište prenijele poruku o vrijednosti svojih 

marki, organizacije angažiraju utjecajne ljude 

koji se smatraju tvorcima javnog mnijenja u vir-

tualnom okruženju. Danas su društveni mediji 

pretrpani mikro i makro influencerima ili barem 

onima koji se predstavljaju kao takvi. Njihov je 

glavni posao predstavljati i preporučivati marke 

drugim korisnicima (njihovim sljedbenicima) i 

na taj način utjecati na stavove potrošača o rob-

nim markama i možda ojačati njihove odluke o 

kupnji. Vrlo često tvrtke angažiraju influencere na 

društvenim mrežama kako bi uz naknadu pro-

movirali svoje marke. Kako bi imale veću kon-

trolu nad svojim komunikacijskim aktivnostima, 

tvrtke im unaprijed dostavljaju sadržaj koji žele 

prenijeti potrošačima, ali i vremenski okvir kada 

bi poruka trebala biti pokrenuta. Na taj način or-

ganizacije pokušavaju smanjiti rizik pretvaranja 

elektroničke komunikacije usmenom predajom 

(EWOM) u negativnu. Da bi potrošači mogli vje-

rovati preporukama influencera na društvenim 

mrežama, ti ljudi moraju imati značajnu 
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social media, these people need to have signifi-

cant expertise in a certain area, charisma and re-

spect from other users, so that their credibility af-

fects the value of content and recommendations 

they place in the online environment. The aim of 

this paper is to present the attitudes of respond-

ents who use social media websites about the im-

pact of the credibility of influencers' recommen-

dations on social media, and their opinion on 

whether and in what way their credibility influ-

ences consumer attitudes towards brands. 

 

stručnost u određenom području, karizmu i poš-

tovanje drugih korisnika, tako da njihova vjero-

dostojnost utječe na vrijednost sadržaja i prepo-

ruka koje daju u internetskom okruženju. Cilj o-

vog rada je predstaviti stavove ispitanika koji ko-

riste web stranice društvenih mreža o utjecaju 

vjerodostojnosti preporuka influencera na druš-

tvenim mrežama te njihovo mišljenje o tome u-

tječe li i na koji način njihova vjerodostojnost na 

stavove potrošača prema robnim markama. 

 

Introduction 

In the field of information technologies 

innovations are taking place very fast and are 

being introduced through social media and 

networking websites. LinkedIn, Facebook, 

Twitter, etc., are providing new social 

interaction patterns of communication/1/. So-

cial media mediates the creation of communi-

ties and networks by encouraging participation 

and interest. It is a term used for internet tools 

and websites that offer a chance to their users 

to interact with one another through infor-

mation, opinion, interest and sharing /2/. Ale-

xandrov, Lilly & Babakus /3/, explored the im-

pact of social and personal needs on word-of-

mouth communication, placing particular em-

phasis on brand-specific communication. They 

found that word-of-mouth communication 

arise from the intention of the consumers to en-

gage in social interaction to meet their needs. 

They also found that the intent of the creators 

of positive word-of-mouth communication is to 

enhance their own image. Some previous 

findings have shown that WOM 

recommendations are more effective compared 

to other marketing strategies /4/, because of the 

higher level of credibility /5/. Online review is 

becoming an important means of marketing 

communication as many consumers search for 

it as the first step of an online purchase /6/. 

Positive electronic word-of-mouth (EWOM), as 

a free form of advertising, can help organiza-

tions by strengthening their brand or driving 

sales /7/. On the other hand, Hornik et al. /8/, 

argue that negative communication has a 

greater impact than positive. Henning et al. /9/, 

added that negative reviews on social media 

have the effect of discouraging potential con-

sumers who have looked at the messages on the 

website, resulting in reducing their sales poten-

tial in the future. 

Uzunoǧlu & Kip /10/, noted that social media 

influencers through their images, messages and 

recommendations, can shape attitudes, 

opinions and, finally, actions of consumers and 

strongly influence their final purchase 

decisions. Langer et al. /11/ stated that some 

studies consider social media influencers as so-

cial leaders, who actually, with their great so-

cial capital, set standards and lead the internet 

community proportionately to its values and 

the behavior of its members. In most cases, rec-

ommendations and electronic word-of-mouth 

(EWOM) are built on credibility and trust /12/. 

Influencers “who are perceived to be attractive 

are more likely to lead the purchase intent” /13/. 

According to Pornpitakpan /68/, credibility is 

one of the main factors in persuasion.  Lee & 

Koo /14/ added, if the consumer perceives 

recommendations as not authentic and biased, 

in that case the level of credibility decreases.  

 

Research objectives 

This paper discusses the influence of credibility 

of influencers recommendations on social 

media on consumers behavior toward brands. 

The aim of this paper is to present the results of 

the research aimed at establishing the 

correlation between credibility of influencer 

recommendations in the digital environment, 

primarily on social networks, and the changes 

that these recommendations may have on 
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consumers perception towards brands and the 

consequences of these influences on their pur-

chasing decisions.  

 

In relation to the research of the available 

literature, we have constructed the following 

hypotheses: 

H1 If consumers are searching for the brand 

recommendation, then they will have a 

tendency to trust more EWOM than WOM. 

H2 If consumers are searching for online 

recommendation, when seeking for 

information about brands, then they will 

perceive Macro-influencers as more credible 

sources than Micro-influencers.  

H3 If consumers, when seeking for online 

information, read a negative review, that can 

cause a negative attitude toward the brand, and 

reduce the sales potential in the future.  

 

Sample and Data Collection 

This research was carried out through a spe-

cially prepared questionnaire with closed-type 

questions sent to 350 electronic addresses of 

students and employees at a private university 

based in Belgrade (Republic of Serbia). A total 

of 326 fully filled questionnaires were selected 

for further research. The IBM Statistical Pack-

age for Social Science (IBM SPSS v22) was used 

to analyse the data collected from the survey. 

Data were analysed using descriptive statistic, 

chi-square test and measures of association. 

The questionnaire was composed of two parts. 

In the first part, questions were posed regard-

ing the demographic profile of the respondents 

(gender, age and level of education). The sec-

ond part of the questionnaire asked the re-

spondents to answer closed-ended questions 

related to their behaviour in online environ-

ment and their perception of SMI credibility, 

with offered answers in reference to the Likert 

five-point scale of attitudes, anchored: 1. 

Strongly disagree, 2. Disagree, 3. Neither agree 

nor disagree, 4. Agree 5. Strongly agree. 

Data were collected in the period from August 

2019 to September 2019.  

 

Results and Discussion 

To test the hypothesis in this paper, we made a 

list of six variables and tested the Internal 

reliability of the thus formed scale using the 

Kronbah (Cronbach) alpha analysis. 

 

 
Demographic Profile of the Respondents (N = 326) 

Demographic  N % 

Gender    

 
Male 156 47.9 

Female 170 52.1 

Age    

 18-25 138 42.3 

 26-35  81 24.8 

 36-45 58 17.8 

 46-55 36 11.0 

 56-65 13   4.0 

Education    

 High school 67 20.6 

 Bachelor 127 39.0 

 Master 54 16.6 

 Doctorate 78 23.9 

______________________________________________________________ 

The internal consistency reliabilities using the Cronbach α coefficient for all items RQ1-RQ10.  α=.939 shows that the scale is well placed 
because of a value α>0.07, which means that the scale is reliable because higher correlation means greater reliability (Bland J, Altman D. 

Statistics notes: Cronbach's alpha. BMJ. 1997; Vol 314, p. 572).  
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H1 If consumers are searching for the brand 

recommendation, then they will have a tendency to 

trust more EWOM than WOM. 

 

RQ1 Do you agree with the statement that 

when searching for the brand recommendation, 

consumers tend to trust EWOM? 

RQ2 Do you agree with the statement that 

when searching for the brand recommendation, 

consumers tend to trust WOM? 

 
Table 1. (RQ1) The attitude of the respondents regarding the claim that when searching for the brand 

recommendation, consumers tend to trust EWOM 

 

RQ1 

 Frequency Percent 

 

Strongly disagree 31 9.5 

Disagree 34 10.4 

Neither agree nor disagree 70 21.5 

Agree 152 46.6 

Strongly agree 39 12.0 

Total 326 100.0 

 

M=3.41; SD=1.1244; Mdn=4 

 

Table 1. indicates that the highest percentage of 

respondents agree with the claim (46.6%). 

 

Table 2. (RQ2). The attitude of the respondents 

regarding the claim that when searching for the 

brand recommendation, consumers tend to 

trust WOM 

 
RQ2 

 Frequency Percent 

 

Strongly disagree 18 5.5 

Disagree 42 12.9 

Neither agree nor disagree 79 24.2 

Agree 158 48.5 

Strongly agree 29 8.9 

Total 326 100.0 

M=3.42; SD=1.007; Mdn=4 

 

Table 2. indicates that the highest percentage of 

respondents agree with the claim (48.5%). 

 

A chi-square test was performed to verify the 

existence of relationship between attitude to-

wards the claim when searching for the brand 

recommendation, consumers tend to trust 

EWOM and the attitude towards the claim that 

when searching for the brand recommendation, 

consumers tend to trust WOM. The relation-

ship between these variables is statistically 

significant,  2(12,1) = 106.067, p<0.01. Pearsons` 

correlation r = .574 indicates positive high 

correlation. The first hypothesis is confirmed.  

 

H2 If consumers are searching for online 

recommendation, when seeking for information 

about brands, then they will perceive Macro-

influencers as more credible sources than Micro-

influencers.  
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RQ3 Do you agree with the statement that 

consumers are searching for online 

recommendation when seeking for information 

about brands?  

RQ4 Do you agree with the statement that 

when searching for online recommendation, 

consumers perceive Macro-influencers as more 

credible sources than Micro-influencers? 

 
Table 3. (RQ3). The attitude of the respondents regarding the claim that consumers are searching for online 

recommendation when seeking for information about brands 

 

RQ3 

 Frequency Percent 

 

Strongly disagree 13 4.0 

Disagree 78 23.9 

Neither agree nor disagree 73 22.4 

Agree 146 44.8 

Strongly agree 16 4.9 

Total 326 100.0 

 

M=3.23; SD=.997; Mdn=4.  

 

Table 3. indicates that the highest percentage of respondents agree with the claim (44.8%). 

 
Table 4. (RQ4). The attitude of the respondents regarding the claim that when searching for online 

recommendation, consumers perceive Macro-influencers as more credible sources than Micro-influencers 

 

RQ4 

 Frequency Valid Percent 

Valid 

Strongly disagree 30 9.2 

Disagree 36 11.0 

Neither agree nor disagree 80 24.5 

Agree 148 45.4 

Strongly agree 32 9.8 

Total 326 100.0 

 

M=3.36; SD=1.096; Mdn=4 

 

Table 4. indicates that the highest percentage of 

respondents agree with the claim (45.4%). 

 

A chi-square test was performed to verify the 

existence of relationship between attitudes to-

wards the claim that consumers are searching 

for online recommendation when seeking for 

information about brands and the attitude to-

wards the claim that when searching for online 

recommendation, consumers perceive Macro-

influencers as more credible sources than 

Micro-influencers. The relationship between 

these variables is statistically significant, 

 2(16,1) =379.901, p<0.01. Pearsons` correlation 

r = .517 indicates positive high correlation. The 

second hypothesis is confirmed.  

 

 

H3 If consumers, when seeking for online 

information, read a negative review, that can cause 

a negative attitude toward the brand, and reduce the 

sales potential in the future.  

  

RQ5. Do you agree with the statement that a 

negative online review can cause a negative 

consumer attitude toward brand? 
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RQ6. Do you agree with the statement that a 

negative online review can reduce the sales 

potential in the future? 

 

Table 5. (RQ5). The attitude of the respondents regarding the claim that a negative online review can cause a 

negative consumer attitude toward brand? 

 

RQ5 

 Frequency Percent 

 

Strongly disagree 21 6.4 

Disagree 39 12.0 

Neither agree nor disagree 78 23.9 

Agree 154 47.2 

Strongly agree 34 10.4 

Total 326 100.0 

M=3.43; SD=1.041; Mdn=4 

 

Table 5. indicates that the highest percentage of respondents agree with the claim (47.2%). 

 
Table 6. (RQ10). The attitude of the respondents regarding the claim that a negative online review can reduce the 

sales potential in the future. 

 

RQ6 

 Frequency Percent 

 

Strongly disagree 31 9.5 

Disagree 34 10.4 

Neither agree nor disagree 60 18.4 

Agree 152 46.6 

Strongly agree 49 15.0 

Total 326 100.0 

 

M=3.47; SD=1.155; Mdn=4 

 

Table 6. indicates that the highest percentage of 

respondents agree with the claim (46.6%). 

 

A chi-square test was performed to verify the 

existence of relationship between attitudes to-

wards the claim that consumers consider as 

reliable sources of information online reviews 

posted by other consumers and attitude to-

wards the claim that consumers consider online 

reviews posted by other consumers, as more 

reliable sources of information, than reviews 

posted by the company. The relationship be-

tween these variables is statistically significant, 

 2(16,1) =487.369, p<0.01. Pearsons` correlation 

r = .559 indicates high moderate correlation. 

The third hypothesis is confirmed.  

 

 

 

 

Social media - definition and 

conceptualization 

Social media refers to technology that 

is computer-mediated, facilitating the growth 

and sharing of awareness, ideas, interests, 

information, and other methods of expression 

through virtual communities and social 

networks /15/. According to Kapoor et al. /16/ 

social media a set of information technologies 

which facilitate networking and interactions. 

Carr & Hayes /17/, stated that Social media can 

be defined as “Internet-based, disentrained, 
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and persistent channels of mass personal 

communication facilitating perceptions of 

interactions among users, deriving value 

primarily from user-generated content”. Social 

media may be defined as web sites that are 

based on web 2.0 technologies, that enable 

community formation, deeper social 

interaction, and preparation in cooperation 

projects/18/. 

The contents created by social media users 

(posts, digital photos, comments, video 

sharing, etc.) represent the lifeblood of social 

media sites and social networking /19/. Users of 

social media can see or read online posts, that 

are self-published of their friends, without 

direct interaction with them /20/. The biggest 

motive for users to be active on social networks 

is the need to get more information about any-

thing, through content transmitted digitally 

and shared at high speed /21/. Studies have 

shown that consumers visit social networking 

sites to stay up-to-date with specific brands and 

their promotional campaigns /22/.  

The ability of social media to automatically seg-

ment the market is one of the reasons why they 

are so effective. Marketers are using social me-

dia to promote products and services. The ad-

vent of social networking sites such as Twitter 

and Facebook opened the door for marketers to 

reach a million new opportunities /23/. Social 

networks enable consumers to share text, im-

ages, video and audio information with one an-

other /24/.  

 

 

Word-of-mouth communication (WOM) vs 

Electronic word-of-mouth communication 

(EWOM)  

Word-of-mouth communication (WOM) is 

based on the premise that people like to talk 

about products, services, relationships, not 

only verbally, but on social networks, through 

various forums, or blogs on the web. A commit-

ment to this type of communication is an at-

tempt by companies to enable people to start a 

conversation easily on topics related to brands 

and focuses on companies' activities to encour-

age consumers to receive positive recommen-

dations from them /25/. Henning et al. /26/, 

pointed out that word-of-mouth communica-

tion is defined as a positive or negative state-

ment by consumers about a product or com-

pany that is available to a large number of peo-

ple and organizations using the Internet. West-

brook /27/, defined WOM as informal commu-

nications directed to other consumers about the 

use, ownership or characteristics of certain 

products and services and/or their vendors. 

Emanuel Rosen /28/ stated that WOM refers to 

communication between two people about crit-

icism of a brand, product, service or company 

at any time. 

Word-of-mouth communication is de-

scribed as verbal communication (positive or 

negative), between groups such as product 

suppliers, current or potential consumers, inde-

pendent professionals, friends and family /29/. 

This type of communication is often cited as the 

most effective form of communication for influ-

encing consumers and plays an important role 

in shaping their attitudes and buying behavior 

/30/. Katz & Lazarsfeld /31/, found that this type 

of communication initiated to influence con-

sumers, at the stage of brand change, is seven 

times more effective than advertising in maga-

zines and newspapers, four times more effec-

tive than personal selling and twice more effec-

tive than radio advertising. Garnefeld et al. /32/ 

added that, WOM is an extremely effective for 

acquiring new consumers, and it does not bur-

den the company financially. This is because of 

the fact, that in this kind of communication, 

consumers communicate with each other. 

Goyette et al. /33/ believe that word-of-mouth 

communication is probably the oldest means of 

exchanging views on various products and ser-

vices. According to attribution theory, if the 

sender is trusted to provide reliable infor-

mation and genuinely helps recipients to expe-

rience optimal benefit, the recipients will re-

spond positively and in accordance with the 

recommendations offered to them /34/. How-

ever, if recipients believe that the sender mis-

uses word-of-mouth communication, just to 

take revenge on the company because of their 

personal dissatisfaction, which is a common 

motivation for negative WOMs, recipients will 

less likely act according to received information 
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/35/. A study conducted by Assael /36/, con-

firmed previous research findings, which noted 

that negative WOM influences consumer atti-

tudes more than positive.  Day /37/ estimated 

WOM to be nine times more effective than ad-

vertising in converting negative or neutral con-

sumer attitudes into positive ones. Morin /38/ 

has shown that other people's recommenda-

tions are three times more effective, compared 

to advertisements, in encouraging purchases.   

Compared to traditional word-of-mouth com-

munication (WOM), electronic word-of-mouth 

communication (EWOM) is less personalized, 

mostly anonymous, and takes place among 

people who are in weak relationships. EWOM 

is considered a more powerful tool, because it 

has more significant reach, credibility, and is 

publicly available /39/. EWOM is defined as in-

formal communication between consumers, us-

ing internet-based technology, which refers to 

the uses or characteristics of certain goods, ser-

vices or their suppliers /40/. EWOM can be 

explained as a communication directed to 

consumers on the Internet, along with product 

reviews and recommendations /41/. The devel-

opment and dissemination of the Internet have 

expanded the ability of consumers to gather in-

formation about products and services, includ-

ing comments and reviews from other consum-

ers posted online. The Internet has, also, with 

the inclusion of EWOM, enabled consumers to 

offer their consumption advices /42/. The inter-

net provides much better opportunities for con-

sumers to gather product information and ad-

vices from other consumers regarding con-

sumption through EWOM, such as online re-

views /43/. EWOM is also known as an online 

rating or a description system that delivers 

credible and relevant product information to 

potential customers /44/, and has a significant 

impact on the final choice of consumer /45/. 

EWOM is a communication that is often anon-

ymous and usually takes place between 

strangers /46/. Several types of EWOM are used 

to post and read content such as, online forums, 

blogs, social networking sites, and online con-

sumer review sites /47/. Cheung & Lee /48/ 

found that consumers' intention to participate 

in EWOM is linked to their ambition to increase 

their reputation. Online review is becoming an 

important means of marketing communication 

as many consumers search for it as the first step 

of an online purchase /49/. According to one re-

cent study, 93% of consumers said that reading 

online reviews significantly affects their pur-

chase decision /50/. Online consumer reviews 

are personal messages regarding the consumer 

experience related to a product or service and 

are usually posted on the retail website, this in-

formation is accessible through a simple 

Google search /51/. Consumers tend to trust 

online reviews published by other consumers 

more than company reviews /52/. Consumers 

who participate in online reviews can be di-

vided into those who post content (read and 

publish reviews on a regular basis), known as 

“Posters”, and consumers known as "Lurkers" 

who do not participate in reviews, they only ob-

serve, and read reviews without posting /53/. 

These two categories can be defined as passive 

and active behavior. Therefore, these two types 

of review participants differ in their motivation 

to participate in EWOM. For the first category, 

motives are personal presentation and social 

concern, while the motives of others can be un-

derstood as information gathering /54/. Accord-

ing to /55/, reviews from other consumers may 

be considered as a reliable source of infor-

mation.  EWOM content can take many forms 

and impacts. According to Vázquez et al. /56/, 

it can be positive or negative. Positive EWOM, 

as a free form of advertising, can help organiza-

tions by strengthening their brand or driving 

sales /57/. Hornik et al. /58/ claim that negative 

communication has a greater impact than posi-

tive. Negative EWOM can be characterized as a 

method of avenging behavior, usually it occurs 

in situations where consumers want to express 

their dissatisfaction by mocking the company 

or when they want to avoid interaction with the 

company /59/. When a potential consumer 

seeks information and read a negative review, 

it leads to mistrust of the brand and negative 

attitude /60/. Henning et al. /61/ stated that neg-

ative reviews have the effect of discouraging 

potential consumers who have looked at the 

messages on the website, thereby reducing 

their sales potential in the future. According to 
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Bechwati & Morrin /62/, the desire for revenge 

can be characterized as the consumer's need to 

punish the company through online messages 

complaining that he or she has been harmed. 

The desire to avoid company is related to the 

need of consumers to no longer have any rela-

tionship with that organization, which may 

lead them to seek out the products or services 

of competing companies /63/. The negative 

EWOM shared by one dissatisfied consumer on 

the internet, has the potential to reach thou-

sands of potential consumers. One study found 

that consumer complaints, behavior, or the 

willingness of consumers to engage in a nega-

tive EWOM can negatively affect a company's 

reputation /64/. 

 

Micro and macro influencers on social media 

According to Uzunoǧlu & Kip /65/, social media 

influencers through their images, 

recommendations, or other content, can shape 

attitudes, opinions and actions of consumers 

and influence their final purchase decisions. 

According to Djafarova & Rushworth /66/, dig-

ital influencers, such as celebrities, active mem-

bers of online communities, bloggers (or video 

bloggers), use digital media channels to sup-

port brands, products or services, and to drive 

consumer purchasing decisions. Along with 

digital development, new technologies have 

created an opportunity for Social Media influ-

encers to take over marketing space from 

brands through electronic word-of-mouth com-

munication /67/. Influencers work on many 

types of social media, sometimes simultane-

ously on several different platforms, such as In-

stagram, YouTube, or Twitter. Two types of 

bloggers are distinguished:  professional and 

commercial bloggers /68/. Marwick /69/ de-

scribes micro-influencers as ordinary people 

engaging in celebrity culture to increase their 

popularity online by using tools on the internet. 

They do this by planning and strategically shar-

ing information aimed at building a specific re-

lationship with their followers. According to 

Abidin /70/, micro-influencers create the im-

pression of intimacy in communication, using 

various techniques such as posting photos that 

are not in high resolution, asking their 

followers to comment their posts to enhance the 

content, and thus showing that they are similar 

to ordinary people. Veirman et al. /71/ define 

Influencer marketing as identifying social influ-

encers and encouraging them to promote or 

support a brand (or product) on social media 

platforms. Cho, Hwang & Lee /72/ noted that 

influencers on social networks play the role of 

digital opinion leaders. Influencers are per-

ceived as members of online communities with 

the ability to influence and shape other mem-

bers opinion with their expertise on a relevant 

topic. With the development and professionali-

zation of online influencer marketing, compa-

nies began to design promotional posts for their 

influencers as an effort to control messages. 

Marketing departments share detailed instruc-

tions to their influencers about timings and 

which hashtags to use when publishing their 

posts. It is very common practice for companies 

to formulate a promotional post for their influ-

encers from word to word /73/. According to 

Cheung & Thadani /74/, marketing information 

can be promoted faster and more efficient with 

the help of influencer recommendations to their 

followers. Pedroni /75/ points out that influenc-

ers function as micro-celebrities with a desire to 

achieve visibility and attention, therefore, influ-

ence others by their high social status and ad-

miration for others. Hung & /76/ noted that in-

fluencers often post content that is useful and 

knowledge-driven. Evans et al. /77/ argue that 

advertising with social influencers is signifi-

cantly cheaper than other advertising methods. 

According to Mendoza /78/, marketers have 

started using bloggers to support their brands, 

because they can often be perceived as more 

credible sources of information than celebrities. 

Farooq & Ja /79/  added that another advantage 

of this type of marketing is that influencers en-

sure consumer confidence in products, which is 

very important in today's competitive market. 

Trust in social media personalities comes from 

the perception that spontaneity and face-to-face 

conversations about brands are more credible 

than advertising campaigns. These interactions 

are considered sincere, because social media of-

fers the ability to communicate worldwide 

without the involvement of companies. One of 
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the main sources of influence are social circles, 

going beyond personal preferences and mar-

keting messages, indicating that consumers 

tend to follow and imitate their peers /80/. One 

of the favorite strategies, often used in social 

media marketing is an endorsement or recom-

mendation from celebrities (macro-influenc-

ers), as celebrities can help in generating atten-

tion and make an advertising message or cam-

paign more appealing to the consumers /81/. A 

celebrity such as an entertainer, actor, or athlete 

is an eminent personality known in the society 

for their accomplishments /82/. McCracken /83/ 

defines celebrity as a publicly known person 

who uses his/her position to promote a product 

or brand in an advertisement. He added, that 

using celebrities by marketers can be very effec-

tive in a market with intense competition and it 

can provide differentiation. Solomon /84/ stated 

that celebrity endorsement is widespread to-

day, over 20% of ads in the United States fea-

turing celebrities. Celebrities are considered ef-

fective marketing tools because of their ability 

to attract consumer attention, which often can 

lead to increased awareness of the product or 

brand /85/. Support in brand identification in 

global markets is another benefit of this strat-

egy. Generally, people get a better impression 

of a message that is recommended by a celeb-

rity, thanks to that person's credibility. Celebri-

ties, through their ability to attract consumer 

interest, can shape the brand as well as the im-

age of the company /86/. Followers, who are de-

voted to any celebrity, are influenced by 

him/her. According to Kalman’s theory of iden-

tification, in order to create a self-defining rela-

tionship with another person, an individual at-

tempt to take that person's attitude, behavior, 

or belief. When trying to impress the celebrity, 

followers (fans) often adopt his/her lifestyle 

and values /87/. Followers usually strive to be 

like celebrities by imitating them in terms of 

quality, such as nice wardrobe, prosperity and 

fame /88/. Many studies have shown that there 

is a one-sided para social bond between follow-

ers (fans) and their favorite celebrities. As a sig-

nificant number of celebrities actively engage 

with the social media platform, fans enjoy to 

follow content updates on their social media 

accounts and, also to discuss with people of 

similar interests. As a result, the mental and 

psychological boundaries between followers 

and celebrities will be narrowed, allowing fans 

to adopt a celebrity view /89/. Chan et al. /90/ 

argue that the use of celebrities in marketing 

communication can lead to greater trust and 

buying intentions, therefore, can increase prod-

uct sales and improve the valuation of com-

pany shares. 

 

The credibility of influencers recommenda-

tions on social media 

Recommendations and EWOM are built on 

trust and credibility /91/. According to Hass 

/92/, source credibility defines if a person 

identifies as true, unbiased and factual. 

According to one study, 49% of users surveyed 

said they rely on recommendations of 

influencers on social media, while 56% of users 

said they rely on recommendations from 

friends /93/. The trust towards the Social Media 

Influencers (SMI) increases, when consumers 

identify with them, therefore the consumer is 

more likely to buy (often impulsively) the 

product recommended by SMI /94/. When 

consumer connects to Social Media Influencer, 

it is more likely, he/she will adopt the product 

recommended by that person. Even in the cases 

when that product is not actually needed. 

Abidin /95/ noted that recommendations from 

Social Media Influencers provide consumers 

with a sense of inclusivity and authenticity. 

The SMI recommendations about products are 

often considered more trustworthy and could 

increase the effort of consumers to make a 

purchase, in cases when consumer shares the 

preferences of products and the same personal 

interests like the influencer. If consumer chose 

to follow the recommendations from the SMI, it 

could, also indicate the fact that consumer and 

the SMI share the same personal interests /96/. 

If SMI is perceived as an expert in the area of 

content, chance at influencing a consumer to 

adopt the recommendation is much higher /98/. 

According to Nejad et al. /99/, the trust is 

influencing the level of how much consumers 

will believe in the information, about a 

recommended product, shared by an SMI. In 
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some cases, SMIs would share with consumers 

a dishonest opinion. This occurs in situations 

where SMI is trying to build its career through 

collaboration with companies, that are often 

willing to pay for SMI services. If the trust is not 

built towards an SMI, the consumer will not 

believe in the information provided in the 

content. If SMI recommends products they do 

not use themselves, consumers can easily iden-

tify whose opinions and recommendations are 

not honest. 

Credibility is one of the most important factors 

influencing people to adopt EWOM /100/. 

O'Keefe /101/ defined credibility as judgment 

concerning the believability of a communicator, 

that is made by a perceiver. Wathen and 

Burkell /102/  argue that one of the criteria using 

to filter unbelievable information is a 

credibility. Hass /103/ noted that the credibility 

of the source defines whether a person 

identifies a claim as true, unbiased and factual. 

Influencers “who are perceived to be attractive 

are more likely to lead the purchase intent” 

/104/. According to Lee & Koo /105/ if the 

consumer perceives recommendations as not 

authentic and biased, in that case the level of 

credibility decreases. For the micro-celebrities 

and bloggers credibility is a key factor as it 

nurtures their effectiveness and may enhance 

their own media image /106/. Perceived 

trustworthiness and credibility are two of the 

features making the influencers very effective 

brand promoters /107/. Chu and Kamal /108/ 

link effectiveness and credibility, meaning that 

influencers want to be more effective in selling 

a product, they should be perceived as credible. 

According to Awad and Ragowsky /109/ the 

credibility information is the main 

determinant, for consumers, in the decision-

making process. Information from a credible 

source, through a process known as 

“internalization” can influence opinions, 

believes, behaviors and attitudes.  This process 

occurs when receivers accept the influence of 

sources in terms of their personal attitude and 

value structures /110/. Influencers “who are 

perceived to be attractive are more likely to lead 

the purchase intent” /111/. According to 

Ohanian /112/ the perceived credibility of an 

influencer is measured in three dimensions: 

perceived attractiveness of influencers, 

trustworthiness and expertise. According to 

Van der Waldt et al., /113/ expertise can be 

defined as “the degree to which the endorser is 

perceived to have the adequate knowledge, 

experience or skills to promote the product”. 

The expertise of the endorser is important only 

if consumers perceive it to be so /114/. 

 

Conclusion 

The aim of this paper is to present the results of 

the research aimed at establishing the correla-

tion between credibility of influencer recom-

mendations in the digital environment, primar-

ily on social networks, and the changes that 

these recommendations may have on consum-

ers perception towards brands and the conse-

quences of these influences on their purchasing 

decisions. The first hypothesis confirmed the 

starting point that the consumers who are 

searching for the brand recommendation, have 

a tendency to trust more EWOM than WOM. 

The second hypothesis is also confirmed on the 

basis of the research results that showed that 

there is a statistically significant correlation be-

tween the attitudes of the respondents to the 

fact that consumers who are searching for 

online recommendation, when seeking for in-

formation about brands, will perceive Macro-

influencers as more credible sources than Mi-

cro-influencers. Testing of the third hypothesis 

also showed that there is a statistically signifi-

cant correlation between the attitudes of re-

spondents that when consumers are seeking for 

online information, and read a negative review, 

that can cause a negative attitude toward the 

brand, and reduce the sales potential in the fu-

ture. The paper indicates that consumers trust 

electronic word-of-mouth communication 

more than traditional word-of-mouth commu-

nication, when looking for brand recommenda-

tions online. Also, in the process, they tend to 

trust macro influencers more than micro influ-

encers. Finally, if they read information that is 

negative (in the form of a review), such infor-

mation will have a negative impact on creating 

a negative attitude towards the brand and may 

reduce the purchasing potential in the future. 
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